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Brief HistoryBrief History
�� In 1994, Leonard M. AdlemanIn 1994, Leonard M. Adleman

released an article in Science, inreleased an article in Science, in
which he introduced the NP completewhich he introduced the NP complete
problem of the Hamilton path withproblem of the Hamilton path with
DNA molecules.DNA molecules.

�� He solved the directed HamiltonianHe solved the directed Hamiltonian
Path problem in 7 days using 7 cities.Path problem in 7 days using 7 cities.

�� Record: 13,509 cities using 3 DigitalRecord: 13,509 cities using 3 Digital
AlphaServerAlphaServer 4100’s and 32 Pentium 4100’s and 32 Pentium
II’sII’s, and it took only 3 months., and it took only 3 months.



Example: Example: Hamiltonian Hamiltonian GraphGraph

�� Given a Given a directeddirected graph graph can we find an can we find an
hamiltonianhamiltonian path ( path (a more complex problema more complex problem
than the TSPthan the TSP).).

�� In this experiment there are 2 keywords:In this experiment there are 2 keywords:
massive parallelismmassive parallelism  (all possibilities are generated)(all possibilities are generated)

complementaritycomplementarity  (to encode the information)(to encode the information)
�� This experiment proved that DNA computing wasnThis experiment proved that DNA computing wasn’’t just a theoreticalt just a theoretical

study but could be applied to real problems like study but could be applied to real problems like cryptanalysiscryptanalysis
(breaking DES ).(breaking DES ).



TheThe Hamiltonian Hamiltonian path problem path problem

TheThe Hamiltonian Hamiltonian path problem: path problem:
In a directed graph,In a directed graph,
find a path from one node that visitsfind a path from one node that visits

(following allowed routes) each node(following allowed routes) each node
exactly once.exactly once.

NP-completeNP-complete
The DNA “computer” can solve
it by  enumerating all valid paths
in parallel

�� This kind of problemsThis kind of problems
are abstracted asare abstracted as
graphs. Graphs hasgraphs. Graphs has
nodes and edges.nodes and edges.
Graphs are orientedGraphs are oriented
(like the above) and(like the above) and
non-oriented.non-oriented.



HamiltonianHamiltonian path as an example ofpath as an example of
graph theory problemgraph theory problem



Adelman’sAdelman’s DNA algorithm for DNA algorithm for
Hamiltonian Hamiltonian PathPath

�� Input:Input:
�� A directed graph with A directed graph with nn  nodes including a nodes including a startstart

node node AA  and an and an end node B.end node B.
�� Step 1.Step 1. Generate random paths through the graphs of the Generate random paths through the graphs of the

above form, randomly, and in large quantities .above form, randomly, and in large quantities .
�� Step 2.Step 2. Remove all paths that do not begin with  Remove all paths that do not begin with start node Astart node A

and end with end node B.and end with end node B.
�� Step 3.Step 3. If the graph has  If the graph has nn nodes, then keep only those nodes, then keep only those

paths that enter exactly paths that enter exactly nn nodes. nodes.
�� Step 4.Step 4. Remove any paths that repeat nodes. This is done Remove any paths that repeat nodes. This is done

by by filtering outfiltering out all paths that have no node V all paths that have no node Vii, for all V, for all Vii
�� Step 5Step 5. If any path remains then answer “yes”otherwise. If any path remains then answer “yes”otherwise

answer “no”.answer “no”.

This is a nondeterministic
algorithm.

Explain this idea using many
children and Lego blocks.



�� Step 1.Step 1. Generate random paths through the graph. Generate random paths through the graph.
�� Mix solutions of nodes and edges,Mix solutions of nodes and edges,    LigationLigation

�� Step 2.Step 2. Remove all paths that do not begin with  Remove all paths that do not begin with start node A start node A andand
end with end node B.end with end node B.
�� Polymerase Polymerase Chain ReactionChain Reaction

�� Step 3.Step 3. If the graph has If the graph has n n nodes, then keep only those paths nodes, then keep only those paths
that enter exactly that enter exactly nn nodes. nodes.

��Gel-ElectrophoresisGel-Electrophoresis  to get Solution lengthto get Solution length
    - solution length = (number of nodes) * (20- solution length = (number of nodes) * (20 bp bp per node) per node)

�� Step 4.Step 4. Remove any paths that repeat nodes Remove any paths that repeat nodes
�� Magnetic beads and filteringMagnetic beads and filtering
�� To keep paths that have no repeated nodes, filter out allTo keep paths that have no repeated nodes, filter out all

paths that do not have some of nodes (since if a node ispaths that do not have some of nodes (since if a node is
missing, some other is repeated). (this is repeated for 5missing, some other is repeated). (this is repeated for 5
nodes)nodes)

- - anneal node complements to bio-anneal node complements to bio-avidinavidin beads beads
Step 5Step 5. If any path remains then answer “yes”otherwise answer. If any path remains then answer “yes”otherwise answer

“no”.“no”.



Step 1.Step 1. Generate random paths Generate random paths



Step 1:Step 1:
Generate all routes usingGenerate all routes using

LigaseLigase
�� Synthesizing a short strand of DNA is anSynthesizing a short strand of DNA is an

easy process using a DNA synthesizingeasy process using a DNA synthesizing
machine.machine.

�� Generate all routes.Generate all routes.

DNA is connected using an enzyme called ligase



Graph Encoding with DNAGraph Encoding with DNA

�� Vertex Vertex ii
�� Random 20-mer DNA sequences:Random 20-mer DNA sequences:  OOii
�� Watson-Crick complementWatson-Crick complement  OOii

�� EdgeEdge i  i →→→→→→→→ j j
�� 3‘ 10-mer of3‘ 10-mer of  OOii  (For (For i i = 0 take all of= 0 take all of O O00))
�� 5‘ 10-mer of5‘ 10-mer of  OOjj  (For (For j j = 6 take all of= 6 take all of O O66))
�� Preserves edge orientationPreserves edge orientation

3‘-CGATAAGCTCGAATTTCGAT-5‘3‘-CGATAAGCTCGAATTTCGAT-5‘OO33

5‘-5‘-GTATATCCGAGTATATCCGAGCTATTCGAGGCTATTCGAG-3‘-3‘OO2 2 →→ 3 3

5‘-5‘-GCTATTCGAGGCTATTCGAGCTTAAAGCTA-3‘CTTAAAGCTA-3‘OO33

5‘-TATCGGATCG5‘-TATCGGATCGGTATATCCGAGTATATCCGA-3‘-3‘OO22

EncodingEncodingVertexVertex



DNA can implement this algorithm!    (Uses 1015 DNA
strings)

Step 1 : To each node “i” of the graph is associated a
randomrandom 20 base string 20 base string (of the 4 bases A,G,C,T), e.g.
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DNA Computer for this problemDNA Computer for this problem

Representation
of nodes



For each directed (arrowed) edge (node “i” to node “j”) of the graph,
associate a 20 base DNA string, called “S-i-j” whose -

a)  left half is the DNA complement (i.e. c) of the right half of S-i,
b)  right half is the DNA complement of the left half of S-j.

S-i-j
Glue S-jGlue S-i

20 bases

10 bases 10 bases

Representation of edges
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E0-2 E2-5 E5-3 E3-1 E1-4 E4-6

S6

Example:

Filtering was the most
time-consuming
aspect (taking 1 week
for 6 nodes)

Multiple purifying
and amplifying steps
were executed to
ensure “good” results



Step 2Step 2Step 2: Use PCR toStep 2: Use PCR to
remove bad starts andremove bad starts and

endsends
�� Selectively Selectively amplifyamplify DNA strands that DNA strands that

represent represent pathspaths from correct starting city from correct starting city
(node) A to destination city B (node) A to destination city B (use(use
PolymerasePolymerase Chain Reaction—PCR Chain Reaction—PCR).).

��   Number of other paths is negligibleNumber of other paths is negligible



AffinityAffinity
PurificationPurification

Only those molecules encoding
paths that began with node A and
ended with node B were amplified.

Those that end with New York



�� Step 2a.Step 2a.  DenatureDenature and  and add nodeadd node
0 primer0 primer and node 6 anti-primer and node 6 anti-primer

Recall: denature = separate strands

….more precisely…..

Node 0 primer 

Node 6 antiprimer



Step2b:Step2b: PCR amplifies 0-6 strands PCR amplifies 0-6 strands



Gel Gel ElectropheresisElectropheresis

�� At this point, we already have a bunch of DNAAt this point, we already have a bunch of DNA
strands that:strands that:
��  have the correct beginning, have the correct beginning,
�� have the correct end,have the correct end,
�� but we don’t know anything about what is in the middlebut we don’t know anything about what is in the middle..

�� AgaroseAgarose Gel  Gel ElectropheresisElectropheresis works on the idea works on the idea
that  DNA strands have electric charge.that  DNA strands have electric charge.
�� When we insert the DNA strands into it, it causes the DNAWhen we insert the DNA strands into it, it causes the DNA

to move through the gel.to move through the gel.

Step 3:Step 3:
Use Gel Electrophoresis to removeUse Gel Electrophoresis to remove

too long (and too short) pathstoo long (and too short) paths



Gel Gel Electropheresis Electropheresis (Continued)(Continued)
� DNA is negatively charged
� Place DNA in a gel matrix at the negative end.  (Gel Electrophoresis)
�� The The shorter DNA strandsshorter DNA strands  move farthermove farther in the gel and the longer ones in the gel and the longer ones

don’t move as far.don’t move as far.
�� This means that the DNA strands This means that the DNA strands spread according to the lengthspread according to the length..
�� Then we will compare the a DNA strand that is known has the correctThen we will compare the a DNA strand that is known has the correct

length to the DNA strands that are being tested to produce the DNAlength to the DNA strands that are being tested to produce the DNA
strand that has the correct length.strand that has the correct length.



Step3 continued:Step3 continued:
Find paths with 7 nodesFind paths with 7 nodes

�� The The DNA with 140 base pairsDNA with 140 base pairs (corresponding to double- (corresponding to double-
stranded DNA encoding paths entering exactly 7 nodes)stranded DNA encoding paths entering exactly 7 nodes)
was:was:
��   extracted,extracted,
�� PCR amplified,PCR amplified,
��  subjected to electrophoresis  subjected to electrophoresis a few timesa few times to purify a sample to purify a sample

e e →→→→→→→→ 6 6

3030

d d →→→→→→→→ e ec c →→→→→→→→ d db b →→→→→→→→ c ca a →→→→→→→→ b b0 0 →→→→→→→→ a aOOi i →→→→→→→→ j j

ΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣ = =14014020202020202020203030# bp# bp



�� 1.1. The product of step 3 was  The product of step 3 was denatured.denatured.
�� 2.2.  DNA strands that match various nodes visited (the

complements of 1 -- 5)  are attached to iron balls
(magnetic beads) .

�� 3.3. The product was  The product was successively filteredsuccessively filtered  by annealingby annealing with with
solutions containing solutions containing single complement node beadssingle complement node beads

Filter the DNA Filter the DNA searching for one city at a timesearching for one city at a time..
Do this by using a technique called AffinityDo this by using a technique called Affinity
Purification.  ( Purification.  ( remind the magnetic beads! remind the magnetic beads! ))

Step 4: Affinity Purification.Affinity Purification.



ABCDEFG

ABBDEFG

ACBDEFG

ACDDEFG

ABBCEFG

Removed since it has no C

Removed since it has no D

Removed since it has no B
Remains as a solution

Remains as a solution
All strings of length 5

Use magnetic beads to extract pathsUse magnetic beads to extract paths
that contain no repeats - that contain no repeats - let uslet us

explain the principles firstexplain the principles first..



Magnetized BallsMagnetized Balls

� First, we drop in the balls Bloomington
attached and head up the mixture of DNA so
that the strands break apart and attach
themselves to the iron balls in the test tube.



Magnetized Balls (Continued)Magnetized Balls (Continued)
�� All the strands that do not visit New York are not attachedAll the strands that do not visit New York are not attached

to the metal balls and can be filtered out.to the metal balls and can be filtered out.
�� The process is then repeated with iron balls representingThe process is then repeated with iron balls representing

all the cities that we are considering.all the cities that we are considering.
�� After the last ball is tests the strands and the bad strandsAfter the last ball is tests the strands and the bad strands

have been siphoned off, you are left with the answer.have been siphoned off, you are left with the answer.

�� Keep only paths that enter all vertices:Keep only paths that enter all vertices:
�� Produce single stranded DNAProduce single stranded DNA
�� Affinity sepAffinity sepaaraterate

�� ConjugateConjugate  OOii to metal beads to metal beads
�� OOii anneals to path contain anneals to path containining g OOii
�� Magnetic field rMagnetic field reettaains ins OOii
�� Drop other pathsDrop other paths
�� Repeat for allRepeat for all  OOii



Step5:Step5: PCR amplify PCR amplify
remaining productremaining product

Electrophorese
If 140 base-pair band is present
Hamiltonian path exists

�� Conduct a “graduated PCR” using a series of PCR amplifications.Conduct a “graduated PCR” using a series of PCR amplifications.
�� Use primers for the start, New York, and the nUse primers for the start, New York, and the nthth item in the path. item in the path.
�� So to find where Minneapolis lies in the path you would conduct a PCR using theSo to find where Minneapolis lies in the path you would conduct a PCR using the

primers from New York and Chicago.primers from New York and Chicago.

�� The final step is to determine the sequence of the paths through DNAThe final step is to determine the sequence of the paths through DNA
sequencing and report all of the correct paths.sequencing and report all of the correct paths.

�� There might be more that one answer. It depends on the number of citiesThere might be more that one answer. It depends on the number of cities
involved and the number of ways you can visit the cities.involved and the number of ways you can visit the cities.



TSP: von Neumann MachineTSP: von Neumann Machine

�� von Neumann Implementation:von Neumann Implementation:
�� Set up a search treeSet up a search tree
�� Measure each branch sequentiallyMeasure each branch sequentially
�� Keep shortest oneKeep shortest one

�� For 20 cities:For 20 cities: 50,000 TB memory! 50,000 TB memory!

�� Using a 100 MIPS machine: 2 years!Using a 100 MIPS machine: 2 years!

�� (each city in every path generated per instruction)(each city in every path generated per instruction)



AdlemanAdleman Experiment: Results Experiment: Results

�� The DNA computer successfully found aThe DNA computer successfully found a
solution to the Hamiltonian pathsolution to the Hamiltonian path

�� Step #1 produced approximately 10Step #1 produced approximately 101414

operations.operations.

�� -8 kcal/mol for -8 kcal/mol for ligationligation  �� 1 joule sufficient for 1 joule sufficient for
2x102x1019 19 operations!operations!

�� Theoretical limit: 34x10Theoretical limit: 34x101919 irreversible operations irreversible operations
/ joule (at 300 degrees Kelvin)/ joule (at 300 degrees Kelvin)



DNA Computing: Results cont.DNA Computing: Results cont.

�� DNA storage allows 1 bit / cubic nmDNA storage allows 1 bit / cubic nm

�� Downside #1: PCR, Downside #1: PCR, oligonucleotideoligonucleotide synthesis synthesis
requires a lot of energy right nowrequires a lot of energy right now

�� Downside #2: Inflexibility – current protocols andDownside #2: Inflexibility – current protocols and
enzymes limit the complexity of operations.enzymes limit the complexity of operations.

�� Downside ExampleDownside Example: It would take tremendous: It would take tremendous
effort to multiply numberseffort to multiply numbers

AdlemanAdleman Experiment: Results Experiment: Results



�� First molecular computationFirst molecular computation
�� Brute forceBrute force
�� Massively parallelMassively parallel

�� Attempt to repeat experimentAttempt to repeat experiment
initially failedinitially failed
�� Ambiguous resultsAmbiguous results

�� Protocols error proneProtocols error prone
�� Sensitive to impuritiesSensitive to impurities

AdlemanAdleman‘s Algorithm: ‘s Algorithm: SummarySummary

•This work took Adleman (the
inventor of DNA computing,
1994) a week.

�� Operations done manually in theOperations done manually in the
lab.lab.

�� Natural tools are what they are…Natural tools are what they are…
�� Formation of a library (statisticFormation of a library (statistic

way)way)
�� Operations problemsOperations problems

Complexity
Linear complexity in bio steps
Exponential complexity in DNA strands

70 vertices require 1025 kg DNA

•As the number of nodes increases,
the quantity of DNA needed rises
exponentially, so the DNA
approach does not scale well. The
problem is NP-complete.

•But for N nodes, where N is not
too large, the 1015 DNA molecules
offer the advantages of massive
parallelism.



Problems with Problems with Adelman’sAdelman’s
Approach to DNAApproach to DNA

computingcomputing
�� Solving aSolving a Hamiltonian Hamiltonian graph problem with graph problem with

200 nodes would require a 200 nodes would require a weight of DNAweight of DNA
larger than the earthlarger than the earth!!

�� What algorithmsWhat algorithms can be profitably can be profitably
implemented using DNA?implemented using DNA?

�� What are the What are the practical practical algorithms?algorithms?
�� Can Can errorserrors be controlled adequately? be controlled adequately?



New generation ofNew generation of
computers?computers?

�� TheThe Adleman Adleman experiment is not the single experiment is not the single
application case of DNA computing…application case of DNA computing…

�� Theoretical models based on it has beenTheoretical models based on it has been
created.created.

�� It is proven through language theory that DNAIt is proven through language theory that DNA
computing computing “guarantees universal“guarantees universal
computations”.computations”.

�� Many architectures have been invented sinceMany architectures have been invented since
then for DNA computations.then for DNA computations.



Why don’t we see DNAWhy don’t we see DNA
computers everywhere?computers everywhere?
�� DNA computing has wonderful possibilities:DNA computing has wonderful possibilities:

�� Reducing the time of computations*Reducing the time of computations*
(parallelism)(parallelism)

�� Dynamic programming !Dynamic programming !
�� However one important issue is to find However one important issue is to find “the“the

killer application”.killer application”.
�� Great hurdles to overcome…Great hurdles to overcome…



�� What needs to be defined?What needs to be defined?
�� How is data How is data representedrepresented on DNA? on DNA?
�� How do we How do we set/clearset/clear bits? bits?
�� How do we perform How do we perform separationseparation??

�� Data RepresentationData Representation
�� Memory complexMemory complex = Strand of DNA (single or semi-double). = Strand of DNA (single or semi-double).
�� Example : Example : Single DNA strandSingle DNA strand with N bases (ATCG) with N bases (ATCG)
�� M bases represent a bitM bases represent a bit, storage becomes N/M bits,  , storage becomes N/M bits,  for instance m=2for instance m=2

�� Trade offTrade off space for reliability by changing M space for reliability by changing M
�� Stickers Stickers are are segments of DNAsegments of DNA, that are composed of a , that are composed of a certain number of DNAcertain number of DNA

basesbases..
�� Create Create “sticker” strands“sticker” strands that bind to a particular region of M bases that bind to a particular region of M bases

�� Memory strand needs to be configured so that each M-base region sufficiently uniqueMemory strand needs to be configured so that each M-base region sufficiently unique
�� To use correctly the stickers model, each sticker must be able to To use correctly the stickers model, each sticker must be able to anneal only at a specificanneal only at a specific

placeplace  in the memory complexin the memory complex
�� Presence of sticker = 1Presence of sticker = 1, absence = 0, absence = 0



VisualizationVisualization
of the stickerof the sticker
idea:idea:

0
Memory complex:
Semi-double

1 00 1 0 0 1 00

Zoom

=

A G AC T G TA

Soup of stickers:

�� Memory complexMemory complex = Strand of DNA (single or = Strand of DNA (single or
semi-double).semi-double).

�� Stickers Stickers are are segments of DNAsegments of DNA, that are composed, that are composed
of a of a certain number of DNA basescertain number of DNA bases..

�� To use correctly the stickers model, each stickerTo use correctly the stickers model, each sticker
must be able to must be able to anneal only at a specific placeanneal only at a specific place  inin
the memory complexthe memory complex..

Positional Representation similar to Cube
Calculus Machine



Writing and ReadingWriting and Reading
Operations on DNA MemoryOperations on DNA Memory

DNA
memory 
strands

a   t    c   g   g t   c   a     t   a
g  c   a    c   t

0 0 0

a   t    c   g   g t   c   a     t   a

1 0 1
t  a   g    c   c c  g   t    g   a

Writing : make DNA sequences

Reading : hybridization and readout



Sticker ModelSticker Model
�� Setting BitsSetting Bits

�� Just Just add solution of the appropriate stickeradd solution of the appropriate sticker to the tube to the tube
�� Clearing BitsClearing Bits

�� Use chemical process to Use chemical process to remove the appropriate stickerremove the appropriate sticker (still (still
somewhat undefined)somewhat undefined)

�� Separation OperationSeparation Operation
�� Construct “probes” that Construct “probes” that bind to a regionbind to a region if no sticker present, if no sticker present,

one end of probe is fixedone end of probe is fixed
�� Mix DNA solutionMix DNA solution with probes, binds all strands with that bit with probes, binds all strands with that bit

0 to a probe0 to a probe
�� Remove probes from solution, separate bound strands fromRemove probes from solution, separate bound strands from

probes.probes.
�� Now have two samples, one with Now have two samples, one with bit setbit set and one with  and one with bit clearbit clear



�� Want to create Want to create input setinput set with every possible with every possible
combinationcombination

�� Start with Start with memory strandsmemory strands with no bits set with no bits set
�� For each of the input bits:For each of the input bits:

•• Separate DNASeparate DNA into equal portions into equal portions
•• Mix excess sticker solutionMix excess sticker solution with one portion with one portion
•• Combine Combine separated portionsseparated portions
•• Cause stickers Cause stickers to releaseto release from memory strands from memory strands
•• Allow to Allow to recombine randomlyrecombine randomly

�� If done perfectly with 2If done perfectly with 2LL (L=N/M) strands, creates (L=N/M) strands, creates
any given combination with probability 63%any given combination with probability 63%
�� Probability decreases if operations not perfectProbability decreases if operations not perfect
�� Can use more DNA to Can use more DNA to increase probabilitiesincrease probabilities



DNA Hybridization & DNA Hybridization & LigationLigation

CGTACCTTAGGCT

AGCTTAGGATGGCATGG AATCCGATGCATGGC

CGTACCTTAGGCT
AGCTTAGGATGGCATGGAATCCGATGCATGGC

CGTACCTTAGGCT
AGCTTAGGATGGCATGGAATCCGATGCATGGC

CGTACCTTAGGCT

AGCTTAGGATGGCATGGAATCCGATGCATGGC
����

����

Ligation

Hybridization

Dehybridization



Complementary

Magnetic Beads

Magnet

Bead SeparationBead Separation



DNADNA
SequencingSequencing







Operations on a stickers machineOperations on a stickers machine
�� Simple operationsSimple operations::

�� merge,merge,
�� select,select,
�� detect,detect,
�� cleanclean..
�� Separate:Separate: Extract all DNA with a particular bit set from a sample Extract all DNA with a particular bit set from a sample
�� Merge:Merge: Mix two samples Mix two samples
�� Detect:Detect: Determine if at least one molecule of DNA left in a tube Determine if at least one molecule of DNA left in a tube
�� Amplify:Amplify: Replicate a tube of DNA exactly Replicate a tube of DNA exactly

�� �� Tubes are considered ( Tubes are considered (cylinders with two entriescylinders with two entries))



Future stickers machineFuture stickers machine

�� However for a mere computation (DES):However for a mere computation (DES):
�� Great number of tubes is needed (1000).Great number of tubes is needed (1000).
�� Huge amount of DNA needed as well.Huge amount of DNA needed as well.

�� Practically no such machine has been created….Practically no such machine has been created….
�� Too much engineering issues. Too much engineering issues.

Work is ongoingWork is ongoing

�� ImplementableImplementable models models
�� Branching ProgramsBranching Programs ( (NondeterministicNondeterministic as well if we have amplify) as well if we have amplify)
�� Turing machinesTuring machines are equivalent to branching programs, modulo size are equivalent to branching programs, modulo size

�� PolyPoly-size BP = log-space non-uniform TM-size BP = log-space non-uniform TM
�� Big concern:Big concern: constants and  constants and orders of growthorders of growth

�� For conventional computer, “polynomial” is often good enoughFor conventional computer, “polynomial” is often good enough
�� But here we need a much tighter bound when each step takes a long timeBut here we need a much tighter bound when each step takes a long time





Why Try This New Stuff ?Why Try This New Stuff ?
�� We will need a dramatically new technologyWe will need a dramatically new technology::

��  to overcome some CMOS limitations, to overcome some CMOS limitations,
�� to offer new opportunities.to offer new opportunities.

�� Problems like:Problems like:
�� learning,learning,
�� pattern recognition,pattern recognition,
�� fault-tolerant system,fault-tolerant system,
�� large set search algorithmslarge set search algorithms

     are intrinsically very difficult to solve even with     are intrinsically very difficult to solve even with
fast   evolution of CMOS.fast   evolution of CMOS.

�� Hope of achieving Hope of achieving massive parallelismmassive parallelism..



Why Try DNA Computing?Why Try DNA Computing?

�� 6.022 6.022 ×× 10 102323  molecules / molemolecules / mole
�� Massively Parallel SearchMassively Parallel Search of All Possibilities of All Possibilities

�� Desktop:Desktop: 10 1099 operations / sec operations / sec
�� Supercomputer:Supercomputer: 10 1012 12 operations / secoperations / sec
�� 1 1 µµµµµµµµmolmol of DNA: of DNA: 10 102626  reactionsreactions

�� Favorable Favorable EnergeticsEnergetics::  Gibb’sGibb’s Free Energy Free Energy

�� 1 1 JJ for   2  for   2 ×× 10 101919 operations operations
�� Storage Capacity:Storage Capacity: 1 bit per cubic 1 bit per cubic nanometer nanometer

-1mol 8kcalG −=∆



Why Try DNA Computing?Why Try DNA Computing?

��The fastest supercomputerThe fastest supercomputer
versusversus DNA computer: DNA computer:
��101066 op/sec op/sec  vsvs. . 10101414 op/sec op/sec
��101099 op/J op/J    vsvs..  10101919 op/J op/J (in (in

ligationligation step) step)
��1bit per 101bit per 101212 nm nm33  vsvs. . 1 bit per 11 bit per 1

nmnm33 (video tape(video tape  vsvs..
molecules)molecules)



Known CMOS limitationsKnown CMOS limitations

1999 2002 2005 2008 2011

<1.5

Source: Texas Instruments and
ITRS IC Design Technology
Working Group

140 nm

80 nm

60 nm

45 nm
parameters
approach
molecule size

Gate length

4.0

2.7
1.6-2.2

1.6-2.2

Inter-metal Dielectric K

0.25 1

4

16

Relative Fab Cost



Future Technology EnablersFuture Technology Enablers

Source: Motorola, Inc, 2000
Now +2 +4 +6 +8 +10 +12

Full motion
mobile
video/office

Metal gates,
Hi-k/metal
oxides, Lo-k
with Cu, SOI

Pervasive voice
recognition, �smart�
transportation

Vertical/3D
CMOS, Micro-
wireless nets,
Integrated optics

Smart lab-on-chip,
plastic/printed ICs,
self-assembly

Quantum computer,
molecular electronics

Bio-electric
computers

Wearable communications,
wireless remote medicine,
�hardware over internet� !

1e6-1e7 x lower power
for lifetime batteries

True neural computing



Historical Timeline of DNAHistorical Timeline of DNA
computingcomputing

Research
1950����s …

R.Feynman����s
paper on sub
microscopic
computers

1994

L.Adleman solves
Hamiltonian path
problem using DNA.
Field started

1995

D.Boneh paper
on breaking DES
with DNA

Commercial
1970����s …

DNA used
in bio
application

1996

Human
Genome
Sequenced

2000

2000

DNA computer
architecture ?

Affymetrix
sells GeneChip
DNA analyzer

2015

Commercial
computer ?

2005

Lucent
builds DNA
����motor����



�� Research still in Research still in very early stagesvery early stages but promise is big but promise is big
�� First groundbreaking work by First groundbreaking work by AdlemanAdleman  at USC  only in 1994.at USC  only in 1994.
�� No commercialization in sight within  No commercialization in sight within  ~10 years~10 years
�� Main work on settling for a Main work on settling for a logic logic abstraction modelabstraction model,,
     ways of using DNA to compute     ways of using DNA to compute
�� Research sponsoredResearch sponsored by universities (Princeton, MIT, USC, by universities (Princeton, MIT, USC,
     Rutgers, etc) and NEC, Lucent Bell Labs,      Rutgers, etc) and NEC, Lucent Bell Labs, TelcordiaTelcordia, IBM, IBM
�� One way or another, DNA computing will have a  One way or another, DNA computing will have a  significantsignificant

impactimpact



DNA ComputersDNA Computers vs vs. Conventional. Conventional
ComputersComputers

electronic data are electronic data are vulnerablevulnerable
but can be backed up easilybut can be backed up easily

DNA is DNA is sensitivesensitive
 to chemical deterioration to chemical deterioration

setting up only requiressetting up only requires
keyboard keyboard inputinput

setting up a problem may involvesetting up a problem may involve
considerable considerable preparationspreparations

smaller memorysmaller memorycan provide can provide huge memoryhuge memory in in
small spacesmall space

can do substantially can do substantially fewerfewer
operationsoperations simultaneously simultaneously

can do can do billions of operationsbillions of operations
simultaneouslysimultaneously

fastfast at individual operations at individual operationsslowslow  at individual operationsat individual operations
Microchip-based computersMicrochip-based computersDNA-based computersDNA-based computers



�� Execution time?Execution time?
�� 6719 steps6719 steps
�� At 1 day/step (grad student), takes 18 yearsAt 1 day/step (grad student), takes 18 years
�� At 1 hour/step (simple machine), takes 9 monthsAt 1 hour/step (simple machine), takes 9 months
�� At 1 minute/step (really snazzy machine), takes 5 daysAt 1 minute/step (really snazzy machine), takes 5 days

�� Error issuesError issues
�� Consider 63% as a “reasonable” chance of getting a correct resultConsider 63% as a “reasonable” chance of getting a correct result
�� With error rates of 10With error rates of 10-4-4 per operation, need 1.4 grams DNA, expect .008 per operation, need 1.4 grams DNA, expect .008

distractorsdistractors/run/run
�� With error rates of 10-3 per operation, need 580 grams DNA, expect 3.2With error rates of 10-3 per operation, need 580 grams DNA, expect 3.2

distractorsdistractors
�� With error rates of 10-2/operation, need 1.5x10With error rates of 10-2/operation, need 1.5x102929 grams DNA, 8.3x10 grams DNA, 8.3x102626

distractorsdistractors
�� Something like 23x the mass of the EarthSomething like 23x the mass of the Earth



Practical Issues: reliabilityPractical Issues: reliability
�� Mostly relate to the fact that DNA processing isMostly relate to the fact that DNA processing is

unreliableunreliable
�� Authors suggest techniques to Authors suggest techniques to improve reliabilityimprove reliability
�� Can Can use redundancyuse redundancy in the initial sample to reduce the in the initial sample to reduce the

consequences of errorsconsequences of errors
�� One approach is to view the biological computing part as aOne approach is to view the biological computing part as a

“filter”“filter” that reduces the number of possibilities that reduces the number of possibilities
�� For NP-complete problems, can then use electronic techniques toFor NP-complete problems, can then use electronic techniques to

check results of the biological stepcheck results of the biological step

�� Authors propose prototype Authors propose prototype DNA computingDNA computing
workstationworkstation
�� Mainly intended to explore concepts, not to be builtMainly intended to explore concepts, not to be built



Is Biological Computing Practical?Is Biological Computing Practical?
�� Still really earlyStill really early

�� Couple real experiments have been runCouple real experiments have been run

�� IssuesIssues
�� Reliability Reliability – current processing technologies are nowhere near as– current processing technologies are nowhere near as

reliable as requiredreliable as required
�� AutomationAutomation – need to design machines that can perform these – need to design machines that can perform these

computationscomputations
�� Basic operation timeBasic operation time – makes a big difference, current systems are too – makes a big difference, current systems are too

slow for practicalityslow for practicality

�� ApplicationsApplications
�� Best suited for NP-complete problems that are amenable to brute forceBest suited for NP-complete problems that are amenable to brute force
�� Issue in that the size of the problem is limited by physical issuesIssue in that the size of the problem is limited by physical issues

�� For example, can probably defeat DNA-based code breaking by usingFor example, can probably defeat DNA-based code breaking by using
longer keyslonger keys



�� Sequentially, DNA can be replicated atSequentially, DNA can be replicated at
500 base pairs/sec = 1000 bits/sec500 base pairs/sec = 1000 bits/sec

�� Replication enzymes can start makingReplication enzymes can start making
22ndnd copy of DNA even before 1 copy of DNA even before 1stst is is
donedone

�� Replication rates rises by Replication rates rises by 1000bits/sec1000bits/sec
or 2or 2NN    (N:#iterations)    (N:#iterations)
�� N=10:N=10: 1Mbit/sec;    1Mbit/sec;   N=30N=30: 1000Gbit/sec: 1000Gbit/sec



DNA versus SiliconDNA versus Silicon
�� von Neumann machines are basicallyvon Neumann machines are basically

sequential—sequence of fetches, decodes andsequential—sequence of fetches, decodes and
executesexecutes
�� “The inside of a computer is as dumb as hell, but it“The inside of a computer is as dumb as hell, but it

goes like mad!"goes like mad!"  

-Richard Feynman-Richard Feynman
�� DNA computersDNA computers

�� StochasticStochastic
�� Not von NeumannNot von Neumann



DES  Example.DES  Example.
�� Data Encryption StandardData Encryption Standard

�� Produces 64-bit Produces 64-bit ciphertextciphertext from 64-bit plaintext using 56-bit key from 64-bit plaintext using 56-bit key
�� For a while, government was backing for cryptographyFor a while, government was backing for cryptography

�� I believe they’ve recently backed off from thisI believe they’ve recently backed off from this
�� No known attack much more efficient than brute-force trying of allNo known attack much more efficient than brute-force trying of all

possible keyspossible keys

�� Basic ApproachBasic Approach
�� Assumes that we have one plaintext-Assumes that we have one plaintext-ciphertextciphertext pair, want to pair, want to

determine keydetermine key
�� Use vast parallelism to try all 2Use vast parallelism to try all 25656 keys in parallel keys in parallel
�� Initialize DNA strands to represent all keysInitialize DNA strands to represent all keys
�� In parallel, encrypt the plaintext using all possible keysIn parallel, encrypt the plaintext using all possible keys
�� Find and output the key whose encrypted Find and output the key whose encrypted ciphertextciphertext matches the matches the

ciphertextciphertext from the pair from the pair



�� Memory strandsMemory strands
�� 11580 nucleotides/strand11580 nucleotides/strand
�� 20 nucleotides/block = 579 blocks = 579 bits of data20 nucleotides/block = 579 blocks = 579 bits of data
�� 56 blocks hold key, 64 hold 56 blocks hold key, 64 hold ciphertextciphertext, rest are temporary storage, rest are temporary storage

�� InitializationInitialization
�� Random initialization of key region, rest set to 0Random initialization of key region, rest set to 0

�� DES EncryptionDES Encryption
�� Series of stagesSeries of stages
�� Each stage made up of logic operations on fixed sets of bitsEach stage made up of logic operations on fixed sets of bits

�� Implement logic operations by separating out all combinations of the bits,Implement logic operations by separating out all combinations of the bits,
setting desired bit to one for those with output = 1setting desired bit to one for those with output = 1

�� Stage generates 2 bits of output data, many bits of scratchStage generates 2 bits of output data, many bits of scratch
�� Clear memory after each stageClear memory after each stage



Minimal Set Cover ExampleMinimal Set Cover Example
�� Given B bags, containing some objects of A types, what is the smallestGiven B bags, containing some objects of A types, what is the smallest

set of bags that contains all typesset of bags that contains all types

�� ApproachApproach
�� Create memory strands with K= B+A regions, initialize B regionsCreate memory strands with K= B+A regions, initialize B regions

randomlyrandomly
–– First B regions represent bags, later A bits will represent objects.First B regions represent bags, later A bits will represent objects.

�� For I = 1 to BFor I = 1 to B
–– Separate solution based on bit ISeparate solution based on bit I
–– Set bits in the A region that of strands with bit I set, corresponding to theSet bits in the A region that of strands with bit I set, corresponding to the

objects in bag Bobjects in bag B
–– RecombineRecombine

�� For J = B+1 to B+AFor J = B+1 to B+A
–– Separate out and discard strands that don’t have bit J setSeparate out and discard strands that don’t have bit J set

�� Perform counting loop to sort remaining strands by how many bits in BPerform counting loop to sort remaining strands by how many bits in B
region setregion set



DNA Computing: ApplicationsDNA Computing: Applications

�� Solving NP Complete ProblemsSolving NP Complete Problems

�� Solving problems that require enumerating anSolving problems that require enumerating an
exponential number of pathsexponential number of paths

�� Disease notification?Disease notification?

�� Possible use in bio-chips?Possible use in bio-chips?



DNA Computing: OpinionDNA Computing: Opinion

�� Currently infeasible for large scale applicationsCurrently infeasible for large scale applications
�� Need to automate processNeed to automate process
�� Time-expensive encodingTime-expensive encoding
�� Cost also high (PCR equipment,etc)…Cost also high (PCR equipment,etc)…
�� Noisy – uncertain results. Larger strings more noisy.Noisy – uncertain results. Larger strings more noisy.

�� Need DNA-chip architectureNeed DNA-chip architecture

�� Possible future in disease detectionPossible future in disease detection



�� DNA processors take much shorter time to performDNA processors take much shorter time to perform
computations too large to be run on electroniccomputations too large to be run on electronic
supercomputers.supercomputers.

�� can solve more types of problems than electroniccan solve more types of problems than electronic
supercomputers.supercomputers.

�� the potential for information storage in molecularthe potential for information storage in molecular
computers follows the same trend as speed and efficiency;computers follows the same trend as speed and efficiency;
DNA processors has an information storage density of 1DNA processors has an information storage density of 1
bit per cubic nanometer-a trillion times less spacebit per cubic nanometer-a trillion times less space
compare to 1 bit per 1012 cubic nanometerscompare to 1 bit per 1012 cubic nanometers  informationinformation
storage density with storage media of today, such asstorage density with storage media of today, such as
videotapes.videotapes.



Pros (Continued)Pros (Continued)
�� In energy efficiency, DNA processors can performIn energy efficiency, DNA processors can perform

2*1019 power operations using one joule of2*1019 power operations using one joule of
energy compare to 1010 operations withenergy compare to 1010 operations with
supercomputer.supercomputer.

�� In speed, DNA computers can perform 1000In speed, DNA computers can perform 1000
operations per second more than the fastestoperations per second more than the fastest
supercomputers(1012 operations per second)supercomputers(1012 operations per second)
which means thousand million times slower thanwhich means thousand million times slower than
the DNA computers.the DNA computers.



Pros (Continued)Pros (Continued)
�� DNA computers use cheap, clean and readilyDNA computers use cheap, clean and readily

available biomaterials rather than costly andavailable biomaterials rather than costly and
often toxic materials that go into traditionaloften toxic materials that go into traditional
microprocessors.microprocessors.



�� DNA processors take longer time to multiplyDNA processors take longer time to multiply
two 100 digit integers(or other simpletwo 100 digit integers(or other simple
problems) than electronic supercomputersproblems) than electronic supercomputers
do.do.

�� every operation with DNA computer, isevery operation with DNA computer, is
somewhat random, that is, unlike thesomewhat random, that is, unlike the
transistors intransistors in pentium pentium, which reliably compute, which reliably compute
what they're supposed towhat they're supposed to



�� The components in  the DNA computer areThe components in  the DNA computer are
probablisticprobablistic. for example, if the answer. for example, if the answer  producedproduced
by Pentium is 1, with DNA the answer is 1 90% ofby Pentium is 1, with DNA the answer is 1 90% of
the time and 0 10% ofthe time and 0 10% of  the time.the time.

�� DNA computing is cumbersome because it is notDNA computing is cumbersome because it is not
entirely mechanized.entirely mechanized.

�� It can be costly to make longer strands of DNA thatIt can be costly to make longer strands of DNA that
encode more information, and programming DNAencode more information, and programming DNA
computers themselves can prove difficult becausecomputers themselves can prove difficult because
of the of the problems still inherent in manipulating DNA.problems still inherent in manipulating DNA.



The Future of DNA ComputingThe Future of DNA Computing

�� DNA Manipulation technology has rapidly improved  in recent years,DNA Manipulation technology has rapidly improved  in recent years,
and future advances may make DNA computers more efficient.and future advances may make DNA computers more efficient.

�� The University of Wisconsin is experimentingThe University of Wisconsin is experimenting
     with      with chip-based DNA computerschip-based DNA computers..
�� Promising applications include areas of encryption,Promising applications include areas of encryption,
    genetic programming, language systems, and algorithms    genetic programming, language systems, and algorithms
�� DNA “fingerprinting” may be one ofDNA “fingerprinting” may be one of
     the most promising applications for DNA computing.     the most promising applications for DNA computing.

�� Problems:Problems:
�� Controlling DNAControlling DNA is not as easy as controlling electrons is not as easy as controlling electrons
�� Errors (stochastic method)Errors (stochastic method)

�� Error rate for 10 iterations: 1%Error rate for 10 iterations: 1%
�� Error rate for 100 iterations: 63%Error rate for 100 iterations: 63%

�� 3-Sat problem was a huge step forward comparing to 3-Sat problem was a huge step forward comparing to Adleman’sAdleman’s..



The Future of DNA ComputingThe Future of DNA Computing
�� DNA computing started only in 1994.DNA computing started only in 1994.
�� CeleraCelera can now do in 1 day what a person used can now do in 1 day what a person used

to take 5 years to doto take 5 years to do
�� Government and industry (pharmaceutical)Government and industry (pharmaceutical)

spendingspending
    on research has been increasing over the years    on research has been increasing over the years
�� DNA chipsDNA chips are out in the market today: are out in the market today:

�� Affymetrix GenechipAffymetrix Genechip
�� Olympus Inc.Olympus Inc. has created a working  has created a working DNADNA

computercomputer



The Olympus DNAThe Olympus DNA
ComputerComputer

�� Solves genetic problemsSolves genetic problems
�� Problems that otherwise take 3 days can beProblems that otherwise take 3 days can be

solved in 6 hourssolved in 6 hours
�� 96 wells with 100 DNA strands each96 wells with 100 DNA strands each
�� Molecular Computing Unit:Molecular Computing Unit:

�� DNA used for input, output and internal operationsDNA used for input, output and internal operations
�� Electronic Computing UnitElectronic Computing Unit

�� Interpretation of results of Molecular Computing UnitInterpretation of results of Molecular Computing Unit



The Olympus DNA ComputerThe Olympus DNA Computer



The Olympus DNA ComputerThe Olympus DNA Computer



�� DNA computing uses DNA molecules as storage materialDNA computing uses DNA molecules as storage material
    and their liquid-phase biochemical reactions for    and their liquid-phase biochemical reactions for

processing.processing.
�� DNA computing technology has many DNA computing technology has many interestinginteresting

propertiesproperties, including, including
�� Massively parallel, solution-based, biochemicalMassively parallel, solution-based, biochemical
�� Miniaturized, Miniaturized, nanonano-scale,-scale, biocompatible biocompatible
�� High energy efficiencyHigh energy efficiency
�� High memory storage densityHigh memory storage density

�� DNA computing is in a very early stage of development,DNA computing is in a very early stage of development,
but seems very but seems very promising, especially for solving the classpromising, especially for solving the class

     of problems which are inherently difficult     of problems which are inherently difficult
          for solid-state silicon computersfor solid-state silicon computers..



�� Currently, molecular computing is a fieldCurrently, molecular computing is a field
with a great deal of potential, but fewwith a great deal of potential, but few
results of practical value.results of practical value.

�� In the wake ofIn the wake of Adleman's Adleman's solution of the solution of the
Hamiltonian path problem, there came aHamiltonian path problem, there came a
host of other articles on computation withhost of other articles on computation with
DNA.DNA.

�� However, most of them were purelyHowever, most of them were purely
theoretical.theoretical.



The Future (Continued)The Future (Continued)

�� Currently, a functional DNA "computer" of the typeCurrently, a functional DNA "computer" of the type
most people are familiar with lies many years in themost people are familiar with lies many years in the
future.future.

�� But work continuesBut work continues: in his article Speeding Up: in his article Speeding Up
Computation via Molecular BiologyComputation via Molecular Biology
<ftp://ftp.<ftp://ftp.cscs..princetonprinceton..eduedu/pub/people//pub/people/rjlrjl/bio./bio.psps>>
Lipton shows how DNA can be used to construct aLipton shows how DNA can be used to construct a
Turing machine.Turing machine.

�� While it currently exists only in theory, it's possibleWhile it currently exists only in theory, it's possible
that in the years to come computers based on thethat in the years to come computers based on the
work ofwork of Adleman Adleman, Lipton, and others will come to, Lipton, and others will come to
replace traditional silicon-based machines.replace traditional silicon-based machines.



Research Projects/GroupsResearch Projects/Groups
�� MITMIT, Caltech, Princeton University, Bell Labs, Caltech, Princeton University, Bell Labs
�� EMCCEMCC (European Molecular Computing Consortium) (European Molecular Computing Consortium)
         is composed of national groups from 11 European countries is composed of national groups from 11 European countries
�� BioMIPBioMIP Institute Institute ( (BioMolecularBioMolecular Information Processing) Information Processing)
     at the German National Research Center for     at the German National Research Center for
     Information Technology (GMD)     Information Technology (GMD)
�� Molecular Computer Project (Molecular Computer Project (MCPMCP) in Japan) in Japan
�� LeidenLeiden Center for Natural Computation Center for Natural Computation ( (LCNCLCNC))
�� Molecular Evolutionary Computing (Molecular Evolutionary Computing (MECMEC) Project in Korea,) Project in Korea,

Seoul NationalSeoul National Univ Univ..
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